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Abstract
Given an arbitrary commutative field K, n 2 N>3 and two monic polynomials q and r
over K of degree n − 1 and n such that q.0/ 6D 0 6D r.0/. We prove that any non-scalar
invertible n  n matrix M can be written as a product of two matrices A and B, where the
minimum polynomial of A is divisible by q and B is cyclic with minimum polynomial r. This
result yields that the Thompson conjecture is true for PSLn.F3/, n 2 N>3, and PSL2nC1.F2/,
n 2 N. If G is such a group, then G has a conjugacy class X such that G D X2. In particular
each element of G is a commutator. © 1999 Published by Elsevier Science Inc. All rights
reserved.
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1. Introduction
J.G. Thompson conjectured that every finite simple non-abelian group G pos-
sesses a conjugacy class X withG D X2. Lev [3] proves in his doctoral thesis that the
Thompson conjecture is true for all finite simple projective linear groups PSLn.Fq/
where .n; q/ 6D .2; 2/; .2; 3/. Lev [5] states the following theorem.
Theorem 1.1 (Lev). Let K be a field, n 2 N>2, X1;X2 similarity classes of cyclic
n  n-matrices such that the minimum polynomial of X1 decomposes in KTxU into
linear factors.
(a) If n > 3 and jKj > 4, then X1X2 contains every non-scalar matrix with deter-
minant det X1X2.
 Corresponding author.
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(b) Let n D 2, then every non-scalar matrix with determinant det X1X2 is con-
tained in X1X2 if and only if the eigenvalues of X1 are distinct or the minimum
polynomial of X2 also decomposes into KTxU into linear factors.
For n D 2 the proof follows by direct calculations. The arguments used in the proof
for the case n > 3 are very interesting but rather complicated.
It follows from 1.1 that the Thompson-conjecture is true for PSLn.K/ provided
that jKj > 4 and n > 2. For n > 3 our decomposition theorem yields the same result
(cf. 6.1). We feel that its proof is less involved than the one of 1.1. Moreover, the
Thompson-conjecture can be proved even for PSLn.F3/ where n > 3, and PSL2nC1
.F2/ for all n 2 N (cf. 6.1). Thus the only simple projective special linear groups
for which our results do not imply the validity of the Thompson-conjecture are the
groups PSL2n.F2/, n 2 N>2.
For general results concerning Thompson’s conjecture in arbitrary finite simple
Chevalley groups we refer to a paper of Ellers and Gordeev [1].
The main theorem of this paper is as follows.
Theorem 1.2. Let K be a field and n 2 N>3. Suppose that M 2 GLn.K/ is not a
homothety, that X is a cyclic GLn.K/-similarity class and that q 2 KTxU is a monic
polynomial of degree n− 1 whose constant term q.0/ does not vanish. Then there is
a GLn.K/-similarity class D whose minimum polynomial is divisible by q such that
M 2 DX.
2. Notations
Throughout this paper let K be a (commutative) field. For a linear mapping  let
char./ denote the characteristic polynomial of  .
Notation 2.1. For n 2 N, we write In for the unit element in the group of all
invertible n  n-matrices over K. For m 2 N>2 the m  m permutation matrix
corresponding to the cyclic permutation .1 : : : m/ of the symmetric group on m letters
is denoted by R (Rm). In matrix notation this reads
R D

Im−1
1

2 GLm.K/:
Notation 2.2. For n 2 N let Jn VD .i;nC1−j /16i;j6n−1 2 GLn.K/. For l; m 2 N
and A 2 Klm let Ar VD JlAJm D .AlC1−i;mC1−j /.i;j/2N6lN6m .
Remark 2.3. Let l; m 2 N and A 2 Klm. The matrix Ar is obtained by reflection
of A at the center of A. In particular, if l D m and A is a lower triangular matrix, then
Ar is an upper triangular matrix.
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Notation 2.4. For m 2 N and A 2 Kmm let
UA VD.Ai;j /16i;j6m−1;
uA VD.A1;m; : : : ; Am−1;m/t;
vA VD.Am;1; : : : ; Am;m−1/;
LA VD.Ai;j /26i;j6m;
lA VD.A1;2; : : : ; A1;m/:
Moreover, put
YA VD diag.1; UA/ 2 Kmm and ZA VD diag.LA; 1/ 2 Kmm:
Remark 2.5. With the denotations of 2.4 we have
A D

UA uA
vA Am;m

D

A1;1 lA
 LA

:
If A is a regular triangular matrix then UA;LA; YA and ZA are regular.
Observation 2.6. Let m 2 N and A 2 Kmm. The following identities hold true:
(i) U tA D UAt ,
(ii) U rA D LAr ,
(iii) ..YA/t/r D Z.At/r .
Proof. (i) and (ii) are obvious since
At D

UA uA
vA Am;m
t
D

U tA v
t
A
utA Am;m

and
Ar D

UA uA
vA Am;m
r
D

Am;m v
r
A
urA U
r
A

:
Finally, we see that
..YA/
t/rD.diag.1; UA/t/r D diag.1; UAt/r D diag.U rAt; 1/
Ddiag.Lr.At/; 1/ D Z.At/r : 
Notation 2.7. Let r; s 2 N, m VD r C s, a D .a1; : : : ; am−1/ 2 Km−1 and A 2
Kr−1s−1. We define
apA VD
264ar : : : am−1:::
a1
A
375 2 Krs :
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3. Special elements of cyclic conjugacy classes
Lemma 3.1. Let r 2 N, 1; : : : ; r−1 2 K, r 2 K . Suppose that A 2 Krr is
an upper triangular matrix with diagonal entries Ai;i D i , i 2 N6r . There is a
unipotent upper triangular matrix D 2 GLr .K/ such that
YD−1AD D diag.1; : : : ; r /:
Proof. We use induction on r. For r D 1 take D VD 1. For r > 2 we can apply
the induction hypothesis to A0 VD UA. Observe that A0 is regular since 1; : : : ; r−1
are non-zero elements. Let G 2 GLr−1.K/ be a unipotent upper triangular matrix
satisfying
YG−1A
0G D diag.1; : : : ; r−1/:
Put
a VDuA; H VDUG−1;
h VDuG−1; h0 VD .0; ht/t;
J VDYG−1; g VD−A0−1a − r.JA0/−1h0
and
D VD

G g
1

:
We have UD−1 D G−1 and
YD−1 D diag.1;G−1/ D
241 H h
1
35 D J h01

:
Finally, we see:
YD−1AD D

J h0
1
 
A0 a
r
 
G g
1

D

JA0 Ja C rh0
r
 
G g
1

D

JA0G JA0g C Ja C rh0
r

D diag.1; : : : ; r /:
This completes the proof. 
The following result is similar to Lemma 3.1.
Lemma 3.2. Let s 2 N, 2; : : : ; s 2 K, 1 2 K . Suppose that B 2 Kss is
an upper triangular matrix with diagonal entries Bi;i D i , i 2 N6s . There is a
unipotent upper triangular matrix D 2 GLs.K/ such that
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DBZD−1 D diag.1; : : : ; s/:
Proof. We define A VD .Br/t. Then A is an upper s s matrix with diagonal entries
Ai;i D sC1−i , i 2 N6s . Now 3.1 supplies a unipotent upper triangular matrix
G 2 GLs.K/ such that YG−1AG D diag.s; : : : ; 1/. Consequently,
.Gt/rB..YG−1/
t/r D .diag.s; : : : ; 1/t/r D diag.1; : : : ; s/:
Finally,D VD .Gt/r is a unipotent upper triangular matrix and ..YG−1/t/r D ZD−1
by 2.6. 
Now we put Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 together.
Lemma 3.3. Let r; s 2 N, 1; : : : ; r−1; 2; : : : ; s 2 K and r; 1 2 K . Suppose
that A 2 Krr and B 2 Kss are upper triangular matrices with diagonal entries
Ai;i D i , i 2 N6r , and Bi;i D i , i 2 N6s and C is an arbitrary r  s matrix.
Then 
1
D−1
 
A C0
B
 
D
1

D
24diag.1; : : : ; r / C
diag.1; : : : ; s/
35
for some unipotent upper triangular matrix D 2 GLrCs−1.K/ and a matrix C0 2
Krs .
Proof. By Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 there are unipotent upper triangular matrices P 2
GLr .K/ andQ 2 GLs.K/ such that
YP−1AP D diag.1; : : : ; r / and QBZQ−1 D diag.1; : : : ; s/:
Let v D .i;r /16i6r 2 Kr denote the row with the first r− 1 entries 0 and the last
entry equals 1.
Put
EVD UP−1; e VD uP−1; e0 VD .0; et/t;
F VD LQ−1; f VD .h; 0/; f 0 VD .f; 0/;
g VD lQ; g0VD .1; g/;
Y VD YD−1; Z VD ZQ−1; C0VD Y−1.C − YAvtf 0 − e0g0BZ/Z−1
and
D VD

P vtf
F

:
First we observe:
D
1

D

P vtf 0
Z

and Q D

1 f
F
−1
D

1 −fF−1
F−1

;
i.e., g D −fF−1. Since P−1vt D .et; 1/ we get
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P−1vtg D

eg
g

:
This yields
D−1 D

P−1 −P−1vtfF−1
F−1

D
24 egP−1 g
F−1
35 :
Thus we deduce

1
D−1

D
2664
1
eg
P−1
g
F−1
3775 D
26664
1
E e eg
1 g
F−1
37775 D
24Y e0g0
Q
35
and 
1
D−1
 
A C0
B
 
D
1

D

Y e0g0
Q
 
A C0
B
 
P vtf 0
Z

D

YA YC0 C e0g0B
QB

D
24YAP YAvtf 0 C YC0Z C e0g0BZ
QBZ
35
D
24diag.1; : : : ; r / C
diag.1; : : : ; s/
35 : 
A reformulation of Lemma 3.3 is as follows.
Lemma 3.4. Under the assumptions of Lemma 3.3 there is a unipotent upper trian-
gular matrix G 2 GLrCs.K/ and a matrix C0 2 Krs such that
G−1R

A C0
B

G D R
24diag.1; : : : ; r / C
diag.1; : : : ; s/
35 :
Proof. Choose D and C0 as in the conclusion of 3.3 and putG VD diag.D; 1/. Since
R−1G−1R D diag.1;D−1/ Lemma 3.3 yields the assertion. 
Lemma 3.5. Let n 2 N>2, r 2 N6n−1, 1; : : : ; r−1; rC1; : : : ; n 2 K, r 2 K
and c 2 Kn−1. The matrix
M VD R
24diag.1; : : : ; r / cp0
diag.rC1; : : : ; n/
35
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is cyclic and its characteristic polynomial is
xn −
n−1X
tDr
ct
0@ nY
uDtC2
u
1A x t −
0@1 nY
uDrC2
u
1A r−1X
tD1
 
r−tY
uD2
u
!
ctx
t −
nY
iD1
i:
In particular, if p 2 KTxU is a monic polynomial of degree n and p.0/ D −1   n,
then c can be chosen such that char.M/ D p.
Proof. For i 2 N let ei D .i;j /j2N6n denote the row of length n whose ith entry is
1 and whose other entries are zero. Put D VD R−1M , s VD n− r , v VD erand vi VD
vMi , 0 6 i 6 n. We claim that fviI 0 6 i 6 n− 1g is a basis for Kn. Precisely, we
will compute the M-annihilator of v.
Step 1. For i 2 f0; : : : ; sg we have
vi D
0@ iY
jD1
rCj
1A erCi : (3.1)
Proof . This formula is verified by a trivial induction on i. For i D 0 the identity
vi D v0 D v D er proves (3.1).
Now suppose that i 2 N6s and that (3.1) is true for i−1. Since rC i−1 6 n−1,
we have
erCi−1M D erCi−1RD D erCiD D rCi erCi :
Now the induction hypothesis yields
vi D vi−1M D
0@i−1Y
jD1
rCj
1A erCi−1M D iY
jD1
rCj erCi : 
Observe that rC1 6D 0.
Step 2. For i 2 f1; : : : ; r − 1g we have
e1M
iD
0@iC1Y
jD2
j
1A eiC1 C iX
jD1
0@ jY
lD2
l
1A cr−j erC1Mi−j
D
0@iC1Y
jD2
j
1A eiC1 C −1rC1 iX
jD1
0@ jY
lD2
l
1A cr−j vi−jC1: (3.2)
Proof. The assertion is trivial for r D 1. Thus we may assume that r > 2.
We use induction on i. First observe that (3.1) yields erC1 D −1rC1v1. If i D 1,
then
e1M D e1RD D e2D D 2e2 C cr−1erC1 D 2e2 C −1rC1cr−1v1:
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Now suppose that r > 3, i 2 f2; : : : ; r − 1g and that .3:2/ holds true for i − 1.
Then eiM D eiRD D eiC1D D iC1eiC1 C cr−ierC1. The induction hypothesis
yields
e1M
i D .e1Mi−1/MD
0@ iY
jD2
j
1A eiM C i−1X
jD1
0@ jY
lD2
l
1A cr−j erC1Mi−j
D
0@iC1Y
jD2
j
1A eiC1 C iX
jD1
0@ jY
lD2
l
1A cr−j erC1Mi−j
D
0@iC1Y
jD2
j
1A eiC1 C −1rC1 iX
jD1
0@ jY
lD2
l
1A cr−j vi−jC1: 
For i 2 f0; : : : ; sg and j 2 f0; : : : ; r − 1g put
i VD
iY
kD1
rCk and γj VD
jC1Y
kD2
k:
Let i 2 N6r . Then (3.1) and (3.2) yield
vsCiDvsMi D s.enRD/Mi−1 D se1DMi−1
Ds
0@1e1 C nX
jDrC1
cj−1ej
1AMi−1 (3.3)
Ds
0@1γi−1ei C 1−1rC1 i−1X
jD1
γj−1cr−j vi−j C
nX
jDrC1
cj−1−1j−rv
j−rCi−1
1A :
Since i 6D 0 for i 2 f0; : : : ; sg step 1 implies her ; : : : ; eni D hv0; : : : ; vsi. Since
γi 6D 0 for i 2 f0; : : : ; r−2g (3.3) implies ei 2 hv0; : : : ; vn−1i for i 2 N6r−1. Thus
M is cyclic. For i D r (3.3) reads
vn D s
0@1γr−1v0 C 1−1rC1 r−1X
jD1
γj−1cr−j vr−j C
nX
jDrC1
cj−1−1j−rv
j−1
1A :
As s1γr−1 D 1   n this means that
xn −
n−1X
tDr
cts
−1
t−rC1x
t −
r−1X
tD1
cts1
−1
rC1γr−t−1x
t −
nY
iD1
i
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D xn −
n−1X
tDr
ct
0@ nY
uDtC2
u
1A x t −
0@1 nY
uDrC2
u
1A r−1X
tD1
 
r−tY
uD2
u
!
ctx
t −
nY
iD1
i
is the M-annihilator of v. 
4. Products of two cyclic conjugacy classes
In this section we want to prove an analogue to Lev’s result [4], Lemma 5, that
applies also to singular matrices. The arguments require a generalized version of
Sourour’s Theorem 1 in [6]. The proof of this generalization is the same as the proof
of Theorem 4.5.4, p. 289, given in [2] together with the second subsequent exercise.
The assumption K D C of the proof given in [2] is not used. (Compare also [7,
Theorem 1].)
Theorem 4.1 (Sourour). Let A 2 Knn, k VD rank A, 1; : : : ; n; γ1; : : : ; γk 2 K
and γkC1 D    D γn D 0. If A is regular, assume that A is not a homothety and thatQn
jD1 jγj D det A. There exist a lower triangular matrix B, an upper triangular
matrix C such that Bi;i D i , Ci;i D γi for i 2 N6n and A is similar to BC. 
Theorem 4.2. Let n 2 N>2,M 2 Knn, D a cyclic similarity class in GLn.K/ and
X a cyclic similarity class in Knn with the following properties:
(i) char.M/ D pp0 for monic polynomials p;p0 2 KTxU, p0.0/ 6D 0 such that p is
prime to p0;
(ii) dim kerM D dim ker X 6 1;
(iii) det M D det D det X.
ThenM 2 DX.
Proof. Let s VD deg.p/ 2 N and t VD deg.p0/ 2 N. Then s C t D n and we may
assume that M D diag.A;A0/ for some A 2 Kss and some A0 2 GLt .K/ such
that char.A/ D p and char.A0/ D p0. By Sourour’s Theorem 4.1 or using a trivial
argument [in the scalar case] we can find elements γ1; : : : ; γs−1; γ 01; : : : ; γ 0t−1 2 K,
γs D .γ1    γs−1/−1 detA, γ 0t D .γ 01    γ 0t−1/ det D−1 detA0 and matrices
B D
2641 : : :
 1
375 2 GLs .K/; C D
264γ1 : : :
γs
375 2 Kss;
B 0 D
26664
1
: : :
1
 det D
37775 2 GLt .K/; C0 D
264γ
0
1 
: : :
γ 0t
375 2 GLt .K/;
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such that A is similar to BC and A0 is similar to B 0C0. Thus we may assume that
M D diag.BC;B 0C0/. We have detB detB 0 D det D and
detC detC0 D detA det D−1 detA0 D detM det D−1 D det X:
Now Lemmas 3.3 and 3.5 supply P;Q 2 Kst such that
Y VD R

Br P
B 0r

2 D and Z VD R

C Q
C0

2 X:
Put J VD diag.Js; Jt /. A simple computation shows that RJ D Rr D Rt D R−1.
Finally, we get
YRJZ D

B P r
B 0

R−1R

C Q
C0

D

A 
A0

:
Since char.A/ is prime to char.A0/ the matrix occuring on the right-hand side of
the last equation is similar to M. The proof is completed as YRJZ belongs to DX.

Observe that condition (iv) of Theorem 4.2 is always true when M and A are singular.
5. Proof of the main theorem
Case A: M is not cyclic. Since M is not a homothety we may assume that
M D diag.M1;M2/ where
M2 D

0 Im−1
 p

2 GLm.K/; p 2 Km−1;
is a companion matrix for some m 2 N>2. Write
M D

N a
b γ

;
where N VD UM; a VD uM; b VD vM (cf. 2.4), γ VD Mn;n. Then N is singular,
dim kerN D 1 and char.N/ D char.M1/xm−1. Since m > 2, char.M1/ and xm−1
are prime to each other we may assume by Theorem 4.2 that N D CD where C 2
GLn−1.K/ has minimum polynomial q and D 2 Kn−1n−1 is a cyclic nilpotent
upper triangular matrix. Let d VD C−1a. Since
C−1
1
 
CD a
b γ

D

D d
b γ

is regular and the last row of D is zero, we see that dn−1 6D 0. By Lemmas 3.3 and
3.5 we find e 2 Kn−1 and  2 K such that
E VD

D d
e 

2 X: (5.1)
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Put
A VDME−1 D

F g
h 

; F VD UA; g VD uA; h VD vA;  VD An;n:
Then we have
CD a
b γ

D M D AE D

FD C ge Fd C g
hD C e hd C 

:
This implies CD D FD C ge. Since the first column of D is zero, we get ge1 D
0 and e1 6D 0 (cf. 5.1). This means that g D 0 and CTDjdU D TCDjaU D F TDjdU.
But TDjdU has rank n− 1, hence F D C and case A is finished.
Case B: M is cyclic. Let  VD .−1/n−1q.0/ detM det X−1.
B1: q 6D .x − /n−1. Choose an arbitrary matrix A 2 GLn.K/ whose minimum
polynomial is divisible by q and x − . The assumption yields that char.A/ has two
distinct prime divisors. Hence Theorem 4.2 proves A 2 MGLn.K/X−1 and we are
done.
B2: q D .x − /n−1. Since M is cyclic, we may assume that
M D

0 In−1
b γ

is a companion matrix. Put N VD UM; a VD uM; b VD vM (cf. 2.4) and γ VD Mn;n.
Then N is a cyclic nilpotent upper triangular matrix. Let C 2 GLn−1.K/ be a cyclic
upper triangular matrix with diagonal entries Ci;i D , i 2 N6n−1. Then D VD
C−1N is a cyclic nilpotent upper triangular matrix. Now we can proceed as in case
A. This completes the proof. 
6. The Thompson conjecture for PSLn.K/
As we said in the introduction, we can use Theorem 1.2 in order to prove the
Thompson-conjecture for PSLn.K/ if jKj > 3 and PSL2nC1.F2/, n 2 N.
Theorem 6.1. Let K be a field and n 2 N>2. If jKj 6 3, we assume that n > 3.
Moreover, if K D F2, we assume that n is odd. Then PSLn.K/ contains a conjugacy
class X such that PSLn.K/ D X2.
Proof. In the sequel we tacitly use the fact that a GLn.K/-conjugacy class contained
in SLn.K/ which possesses an eigenvalue of multiplicity one is a SLn.K/-conjugacy
class.
Case A: jKj > 4. Choose  2 Knf0; 1;−1g. Let q VD .x − 1/n−2.x − −1/ and
X be the cyclic GLn.K/-conjugacy class with characteristic polynomial .x − /q .
This polynomial is selfreciprocal. Hence X D X−1 thus 1 2 X2. We have det X D
1 and  is an eigenvalue of X of multiplicity one. Hence X is a SLn.K/-conjugacy
class. Let M 2 SLn.K/, M not a homothety. Then x − .−1/n−1q.0/ detM det X−1
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D x −  is prime to q. If n > 3, then 1.2 supplies A 2 GLn.K/ with minimum
polynomial .x − /q and B 2 X such that M D AB. As A 2 X, hence M 2 X2. If
n D 2, then char.X/ D .x − /.x − −1/ and M is contained in X2 by the simple
part of Lev’s Theorem 1.1.
Case B: jKj 6 3. Then n > 3 by our assumption.
B1: n is odd. Then n − 1 > 2 is even. For K D F2 let q VD .x2 C x C 1/.n−1/=2
and ifK D F3 put q VD .x2C1/.n−1/=2. Then q is a monic selfreciprocal polynomial
and q.0/ D 1. Let X be the cyclic GLn.K/-conjugacy class with characteristic poly-
nomial .x − 1/q . It is easy to see that det X D 1, X D X−1 and that X is a SLn.K/-
conjugacy class. If M 2 SLn.K/ is not a homothety then x − .−1/n−1q.0/ detM
det X−1 D x − .−1/n−1 D x − 1 is prime to q. Again 1.2 yieldsM 2 X2.
B2: n is even. Then K D F3, n > 4 and − 1 2 SLn.K/. Put
q VD .x C 1/.x2 C x − 1/.x2 C 1/.n−4/=2:
Let X be the cyclic GLn.K/-conjugacy class with characteristic polynomial
.x − 1/q . Then det X D .−1/nchar.X/.0/ D .−1/nC2 D 1 and X is a SLn.K/-
conjugacy class as X possesses eigenvalues of multiplicity one. Furthermore X D
−X−1 implies− 1 2 X2. If M 2 SLn.K/ is not a homothety then x − .−1/n−1q.0/
detM det X−1 D x − .−1/n−2 D x − 1 is prime to q and 1.2 yields M 2 X2.
The proof is completed. 
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